Abstrmt-In this paper we present a new appmach to path planning in high-dimensional static conlignration spaces The concept of cell decomposition is combined with probabilistic sampling to obtain a method called Probabilistic Cell Decomposition (PCD). The use of lazy evaluation techniques and supervised sampling in important areas leads to a very competitive path planning method. It is shown that PCD is probabilistic complete.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motion planning is a key acquirement demanded of autonomous robots. Given a task to fulfill, the robot has to plan its actions including collision-free movements of acNatOrS or the whole robotic platform.
The problem of path planning is not confined to the field of robotics but applications exist in various genres. For example, molecule folding 111, assembly/disassembly problems [2] and computer animations [3] are areas where comparable problems arise.
Unfortunately the underlying "generalized mover's problem" and several related problems were shown to be PSPACE hard [4] . Complete algorithms exist, but their area of application is limited to simple problems as they suffer from the "curse of dimensionality". The execution time depends exponentially on the dimension of the search space.
In the field of robotics the search space is typically the configuration space C. A robotic system consisting of a manipulator mounted on a moving platform has many degrees of freedom. As every degree of freedom corresponds to a dimension in the corresponding configuration space C, this increases the cost of finding a collision-free path. This paper contributes to the problem by incorporating stateof-the-;ut in the field of probabilistic path planning into the underlying method of cell decomposition. In this manner an approximate representation of the collision-free part of the configuration space (  C  ,  ) is obtained, which is then used to guide probabilistic sampling in interesting areas.
Section 111-B introduces the algorithm and presents elementary components in more detail. In particular, different sampling techniques are investigated. In Section IV these are tested using a set of benchmark problems and results are compared to another probabilistic path planning method.
RELATED WORK
Most complete algorithms can be classified as deterministic cell decomposition and roadmap methods or potential field methods, where in the latter a potential field attracts the state in configuration space towards the desired goal configuration, while obstacles have a repelling effect. An overview of these classical methods can, e.g., be found in I41.
Probabilistic The most commonly used decomposition technique is the 2'"-ttee decomposition, where m ' i s the dimension of the configuration space. A cell that is not entirely contained in or the complement of C, in C, C O , , is called mixed and is split up into 2' " subcells. These are then recursively refined in the same manner until a path in G has been found or a given minimum resolution is reached. This indicates that the complexity of these algorithms is exponentialiy in m constraining the applicability for planning in high-dimensional spaces. Besides the complexity problem caused by the splitting -technique, the classical method. suffers mainly, from the high cost of determining whether a cell is entirely contained in Cor not.
B . Method
To handle this problem in PCD, a cell is not checked but The basic PCD algorithm is given. as
Initially set ni,,it = t c g 4 = C.
Whenever there exists a channel in G connecting &ni,
check the states along a path through these cells connecting xi,,it with x g~. If no collision occurs, a feasible path has been found. The cells are evaluated luzily. Otherwise, a cell that was marked as possibly free contains free and colliding states. Thus this cell has to be. -ked as known to be mixed and split up into possibly free and possibly occupied cells. If no such channel exists in G, check random states in the possibly occupied cells for collision. If the test is negative, a cell that was marked as possibly occupied contains free and colliding states and has to be relabelled and split up. In this manner the possibly occupied cells are refined until a path in G has been found. All states that are checked for collision, either in the sampling step or while path checking, that do not lie on the boundary between two cells, are stored as samples in the respective cell.
In the following the important parts of the algorithm are described in some more detail and possible extensions are shown.
I )
Cell Shape: We chose to decompose the confignration space into rectangloid cells as the advantages of this shape clearly outrange existing drawbacks. Trivially any rectangloid is convex. Furthermore it is defined by only 2n values (one upper and the opposing lower vertex), which is beneficial with respect to both memory consumption and execution time. In contrast an arbitrary n-dimensional polytope with the same number of vertices as the corresponding rectangloid is defined by n x 2" values.
Starting with rectangloid cells aligned to the coordinate axes, the cells obtained by splitting a cell orthogonal to any coordinate axis are trivially also rectangloid.
The check if two cells are adjacent is simplified considerably as it is divided up into two easily verifiable parts. First checking if one of the coordinates of the upper vertex of one cell is equal to the respective coordinate of the lower vertex of the other cell and -if so -check if the measure of the shared area on the (n-1)-dimensional hyperplane orthogonal to this coordinate axis is larger than zero.
An obvious drawback of the rectangloid cell shape is that even geometrically simple obstacles can hardly ever be made up by a finite number of cells. Additionally the resulting path planner is not independent of the internal alignment of the problem. This second argument will vanish if the obstacles in C are mainly not oriented in a common direction.
2 . A number of samples could be distributed uniformly over the accumulated volume of all possibly occupied cells (ii) . A number of samples could be distributed in a list of interesting cells cui) In [I41 an uncertain cell (in our case a possibly occupied cell) is called interesting if it is adjacent to 'R,,,jt or RgOal. As it turned out in the experiments, for the chosen problems almost all possibly occupied cells are adjacent to at least one of these repions. Tightening the requirements, a possibly occupied cell is called interesting if it is adjacent to R,n,t and 'Rgod. To maintain probabilistic completeness (see Section IU-C), with a given probability of p > 0 sampling scheme (i) is used instead of (iii).
For scheme (ii) it remains to determine the parameter q of how many samples to distribute in each sampling step. This will be investigated in Section IV. 
4)
Cell Splitting: Whenever a collision-free state is found withim a possibly colliding cell or a colliding state is found within a possibly free cell, this cell has to be marked as known to be mixed and split up into possibly free and possibly colliding cells.
The requirement for rectangloid cells restricts us to cuts along the coordinate axes. A cell that is known to be mixed might not be divided into one possibly free and one possibly colliding cell only, but further splitting could be necessary. L e m m 1: A n-dimensional rectangloid cell that is known to be mixed containing m collision-free samples and one colliding sample (accordingly vice versa) can be split up into at most min(Zn,m) free cells and one colliding cell.
The strategy used to determine where to cut a cell was finding the nearest existing sample and then cut orthogonal to the dimension of the largest distance right in the middle between those two samples. 5) Local Path Planning: If a channel @ = {.init = npa, f i P I , . . . , npn = fia.l} in G has been found connecting fiini, with ~~4 a local path planner tries to find a path in Cconnecting xinil with xgod. In a n-dimensional configuration space, two adjacent cells are separated by a (n-1)-dimensional hyperplane. To find a path through a possibly free cell K~; , the local path planner simply tries to connect the center of the shared area on the hyperplane separating K~~-, and nPi with the center of the shared area on the hyperplane separating f i P i and K~~+~ by a straight line. Similarly xinit and xgod are connected to the center of the shared boundary to the next cell on @.
This path in C is then checked for collisions to determine whether it is entirely lying in C, or not. For the moment this check is done at T discrete points along the path. Observe that for any finite step size between these points and for arbiaary robot shapes and obstacles this can not guarantee that the continuous path is collision-free as well. Here adaptive step size methods using distance measures or a swept volume approach could give certainty at the cost of higher computational effort.
Discrete point collision checking has been studied in the context of PRM [151. Mainly two techniques, incremental and binary checking, have drawn major attention. The incremental method checks a path by successively checking configurations at a given step size along the path. In contrast, the binary method checks the configuration midway on the path and then recursively uses this technique to check the first and the second half until a given step size has been reached. In general the binary checking detects a collision faster as it is more likely that colliding states lie in the middle of the path than close to the collision-free ends. Therefore binary checking is used within PCD.
C. Probabilistic Complefeness
For simplicity, probabilistic completeness is proven for C = Wn and the Euclidian metric. Nevertheless it can easily be carried over to topologically different spaces and metria. Let (r,z) be the n-dimensional ball of radius T around a point x and Ps(k) be the probability of successfully finding a path using ,PCD within k iterations. (a) While a cell path Q exists, the collision checking of states along a path through these cells may either result in success or at least one cell has to be split.
Observe that following the steps descrikd earlier in this chapter, no collision-free samples will lie exactly on the boundary between two cells. This is important to avoid a possible deadlock in this inner while loop. Thus, after a bounded number of iterations, the search will end with either success or a situation (b). exists inside an e-tunnel T, = lJielo,Ll B,(e,y(l) ) as given in the theorem, the probability of a sample to lie inside this e-tunnel is larger than zero.
As (a) results in either success or situation (b) after a finite number of iterations and the expected number of iterations needed to find a cell path covering the +tunnel khounded 0 from above, limk,,Ps(k) = 1.
Remark:
Observe that the assumption of an e-tunnel around the whole path including xinil and zgOd prohibits a setup where e.g. a robot in its goal configuration is in contact with an obstacle, as e.g. in a grasping task. Fomnately it suffices to assume that xinil and xgod can be connected to some ?idt and on which the theorem can be applied.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section experimental results are presented for various kinds of problems followed by an interpretation of these results.
The PCD planner presented in Section III-B is used comparing the performance of the different sampling schemes.
Please observe that the algorithm can easily be customized for different kinds of robots or environments yielding improvements in efficiency.
Taking the Puma 560 robotic arm as an example: For more than 50 % of the configuration space C = [ -. , . I 6 the robot is in self-collision (more than 70 % if the tool of Problem IV is attached). A rather fine cell decomposition of C, representing this self-collision areas, could be computed in advance and used as a starting point for individual,motion planning problems. Another aspect for chain-lie robots is that from the type of collision conclusions can be drawn regarding further progress. If, e.g., the base is in collision with an obstacle, it is already known that all other configurations with the same base state also are colliding. In PCD this information can be exploited in the cell splitting step.
These customizations have not been carried out here and would go beyond the scope of this paper but have to be considered when motion planning problems for one specific agent have to be solved.
A. Experimental Setup
The merent sampling strategjes presented in Section III-B have been.tested on the set of benchmark problems shown in figure (2) . To get an estimate of the performance of PCD.
results are compared with those given by RRTConCon.
To demonstrate the whole application area, maze like prob lems, rigid body motion planning and path planning for chainlike robots are presented.
The computation times were measured on a 1700 MHz machine with 512 MB of physical RAM. We used the Motion Strategy Library developed at the University of Illinois to compare the different algorithms. RRTConCon came with this package. Also three of the five problems -Zdpointl, cage and multi3 -were taken from this libmy, where the last one was modified by exchanging the rigid bodies.
Since all methods use probabilistic sampling. the results are not directly repeatable. Therefore the data presented is based on 100 independent runs for each method and problem -in case of the 48D multi rigid body problem on 25 NILS. Beneath minimum, maximum and average values of the execution time, its variance and the number of collision checks are presented. For PCD the average number of possibly free and possibly occupied cells is given additionally, while for RRTConCon the average number of nodes is presented. As the geometry of the chosen examples is quite simple resulting in fast collision checks, the performance is expected to be shifted towards those methods requiring less checks for more complicated environments.
The upper row of figure (2) shows a 2D maze (problem Zdpointl in MSL) and typical solutions given by PCD and RRTConCon to the left and to the right respectively. The almost dot-like agent has to traverse the maze from the lower right comer to the goal in the upper right corner.
Next a narrow corridor problem has been investigated. Again the goal is in the upper right comer. The corridor is only slightly wider than the dot that has to pass through it. Almost the whole configuration space is collision-free making this problem perfect for the PCD algorithm. The obstacles are identified and the comdor is found instantly. The nibs on both sides of the comdor make it very hard for RRT methods to find a path while not decreasing PCD performance substantially.
In Problem (III) the L-shaped free flying rigid body has to escape a cage (cage in MSL).
In Problem (IV) a PUMA 560 robot arm has to operate an unwieldy twl through a window. With its six degrees of freedom it has to move the tool from a position on the other side of the window to the configuration shown. The position of the platform in front of the window is fixed.
The last benchmark problem can be seen to the right in the lower row of figure (2) As we are looking for a planner without problem dependent parameter settings, uniform sampling over the accumulated volume of occupied cells might only be the method of choice if an adaptive way of varying the number of samples thrown out is found. From the experiments it is not obvious that even an optimal number of samples results in an improvement of planning time. Therefore we will not investigate this sampling scheme further for the moment. As the local planner simply connects the centers of boundaries of adjacent cells by a straight line, the path obtained from PCD is piecewise linear. Before letting a real robot move according to the planned path it makes sense to add a smoothing step. Comparing the typical paths obtained by PCD and RRTConCon respectively in the upper row of figure (2) it s e e m reasonable that less post processing is necessary for the PCD path. Comparable results have been obtained for the other problems, too. The RRTConCon solution shows the tendency of bouncing around and sliding along C-obstacles while the PCD path is smoother and tends to keep a safety margin.
v. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper a new path planning method for high dimensional configuration spaces has been presented. Lazy evaluation techniques and probabilistic sampling turned the classical cell decomposition into a highly competitive path planning method.
It has been shown that PCD gives promising results for a wide variety of path planning problems. Already in this early stage of investigation PCD matches state-of-the-art implementations of other probabilistic path planning methods. So far, the performance of PCD decreases, if C , is just a very small fraction of C.
A more theoretical analysis of the proposed algorithm is still to come. Here upper bounds as well as expected value estimates of the computation time needed are of special interest.
Improvements are conceivable in many areas of the algorithm. The question of which cells to take for sampling was brought up in this paper but is definitely not solved. Furthermore it might be interesting where and how to sample in these cells. Another point of interest might be the search for a path through possibly free cells. Here the question arises if it is necessary to carry out a complete graph search every time or if there might be a clever way of keeping track of which cells have been split so that only local replanning is needed.
